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Four Smart Strategies  
to Build Wealth
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WealthPRIME is the tax mitigation platform for 
investors who have income or gains of more than 
$500,000 per year and want to save more than 
$100,000 on their annual taxes.

Now, you can access the same tools as the ultra-rich to minimize tax liability and preserve wealth. 
There’s a difference between tax evasion, which is illegal, and tax avoidance, which is entirely  
legal—and smart. WealthPRIME provides opportunities to take full advantage of the tax code.
 
We will share an example, following the journey of Investor Eric, a business owner who lives in 
California and earns $1,000,000 per year. WealthPRIME enables strategies that:
 
• Identify and maximize deductions and reduce taxes in year one and every year thereafter

• Create significant tax-free income in retirement, potentially using leverage

• Create significant tax-free death benefits for Eric’s estate

• Add diversification to a portfolio through alternative asset classes (the ultra-rich have  
diversified income streams)

• Provide investment options that are beneficial to the environment, creating a positive social 
impact

Have you ever 
wondered how the 

top 1% pay little or no 
federal income tax? 

 
Warren Buffett has 

famously said that he 
pays less taxes than his 

secretary.
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Most business owners utilize basic 401(k) products with a ceiling of roughly $20,000 in 
annual contribution, which caps their deductions. By utilizing the profit-sharing feature 
inside their plan, they can double their tax savings and contribute more. The WealthPRIME 
ComboK Plan allows the business owner to contribute $200,000 or more in retirement 
savings through a combination of 401(k) and “cash balance plan” products. The ComboK 
is like a supersized retirement plan with some notable investment restrictions.
 
To maximize tax deductible contributions and reduce liability, the business owner must 
comply with stringent rules on investment returns. The difference between a traditional 
retirement plan (defined contribution) and cash balance plan (defined benefit) is a 
tradeoff that requires the investor to stay within strict guidelines on the level of risk that 
can be exercised within an investment portfolio. For this reason, WealthPRIME developed 
its Horizon Fund, specifically designed for defined benefit plans. Investor Eric increases his 
annual retirement contribution from $20,000 to $100,000, and invests in the Horizon Fund.
 

Smart Strategy #1:  
Upgrade your retirement plan

Investment Year 1 deduction 

Smart Strategy #1:
Upgrade your retirement plan $100,000 $100,000
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A unique strategy exclusively available to affluent investors is leveraged life insurance.  
By introducing leverage, the smart investor can create an arbitrage that maximizes  
tax-free income at retirement, like a Roth IRA on steroids. 
 
Imagine if Investor Eric was in his forties and wanted to plan for significant income 
in retirement. Using a combination of his own contributions PLUS bank financing, Eric 
could make five annual payments of $50,000 (called a 5 pay) and wait fifteen years. He 
can then draw or distribute over $200,000 per year, TAX-FREE, for as long as the policy 
remains in place. 

Smart Strategy #2:  
Let your bank finance tax-free income  
at retirement
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Investment Tax-free income

Smart Strategy #2:
Leveraged life insurance $50,000 (5 years) $200,000 (15 years)

Pay $50k  
for 5 years Wait 15 years Receive $200k for 15 years
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Another strategic vehicle used by the ultra-rich is investment into land that has 
conservation value. An investor in a land partnership is investing with the intent of 
preserving natural land and resources under 170(h) of the tax code. Such investments 
can result in significant charitable tax deductions not available to the common investor. 
 
These investments ensure that open space will not be used for development in a real 
estate project such as an apartment building or commercial center. Congress enacted 
this law to incentivize land conservation by allowing those that take a charitable 
deduction for the “lost opportunity” that is bypassed when placing a piece of property 
into a permanent conservation easement. In simple terms, this “lost opportunity” is 
the profit that would otherwise be realized by developing the land. These investments 
seek to capitalize on carbon sequestration through tracking of the carbon properties of 
the soil pre- and post-conservation. Many of these projects are preserved with nature 
centers or public parks to provide social benefits to local communities beyond just the 
environmental aspects. 

Smart Strategy #3:  
Invest in a Convervation Easement

For example, the current WealthPRIME Carbon & Conservation Investors LLC offering 
includes the opportunity to invest into five acres in the Port of Catoosa, Oklahoma, the 
largest inland waterway in the U.S. The subject property is in an area that continues 
to experience significant development of shopping malls, casinos and commercial 
facilities. This easement restricts development on the raw land surrounding the port. 
 
A charitable deduction offsets both ordinary income and capital gains up to 50% of the 
household’s AGI (adjusted gross income). If the charitable deductions are not utilized 
the first year, they can carry forward for up to fifteen years. 
 
Investor Eric invests $50,000 in a land trust and receives a staggering $200,000 tax 
deduction.
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Investment Year 1 deduction 

Smart Strategy #3:
Invest in land conservation $50,000 $200,000
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Many investors are seeking diversification but are subject to the limitations of the public 
markets. The ultra-wealthy limit their exposure to stocks and bonds by investing in other 
asset classes, such as: 

Current Offerings

Investors in commercial real estate capitalize on tax deductions offered by depreciation, 
which makes them highly tax efficient. Similarly, the ultra-wealthy invest in forms of 
energy investments which carry “tax credits and deductions.” Investments into oil and 
natural gas as well as solar realize unique tax treatment. 

For example, within the WealthPRIME 2022 Oil & Gas Drilling Partnership, investors can 
earn up to a 90% tax deduction in the first year, and additional deductions in subsequent 
years. As always, investors should check with their tax professional or family office to 
understand the net tax benefits of all investments.

Many alternative investments can earn passive income in the form of regular 
distributions, and also participate in the upside value of the asset. For example, the 
total internal rate of return (IRR) of the WealthPRIME 2022 Oil & Gas Drilling Partnership is 
projected to be 12-15% per year including distributions. Income distributions typically last 
for the life of the wells, which can be as long as 25-30 years. 

Smart Strategy #4:  
Diversify into tax-efficient alternative  
investments

ArtOil and Gas
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Future Offerings

Commercial real estate  
(multifamily, commercial, 

industrial and self-storage)

Venture capital EnergyPrivate equity 
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WealthPRIME 2022  
Oil & Gas Drilling Partnership

Platform 
within a 
platform
Invest in a fund that provides access to a diversified group of oil & natural gas drilling 
partnerships located in the premier drilling regions of the United States (Permian 
Basin, Powder River Basin, Illinois Basin, and Marcellus Shale). This investment should 
capitalize on rising energy prices while providing consistent long-term monthly income 
to investors. Due to current tax regulations that have existed since the early 1900s, every 
dollar invested will provide about $.90 of tax deductions in the year of the investment. 
This tax deduction will offset all forms of income including W2 wages, ordinary business 
income, and portfolio or capital gains. 

CIT and SPVs can become vehicles for AUM. 
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Minimum Investment $25k

Asset Class Oil & Gas Partnership

Anticipated Returns 15% IRR

Tax Benefits ~90% deduction year 1
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Investor Eric makes a  
$100k investment and realizes  

a $90,000 deduction. 
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Investment Year 1 deduction

Smart Strategy #4:
Diversify into tax efficient  
alternative investments

$100,000 $90,000 
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Trinity: The combination of advanced retirement planning, leveraging life insurance, and di-
versifying into unique asset classes is among the most powerful strategies used by the 1% to 
maximize and preserve their wealth.
 
As with all investments, past performance is not an indicator of future results. Most of these 
strategies include illiquid investments. Investment in speculative alternatives puts capital at 
risk. But these strategies also mitigate risk by diversifying a portfolio.
 

Why WealthPRIME?

Investor Eric has materially changed his financial health 
in just his first year as a member of the WealthPRIME 

family. See Investor Eric’s results:
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Investor Eric is only just  
getting started. 

By the using the WealthPRIME Trinity calculator, Investor Eric can regularly recalibrate 
his wealth plan and his financial future. Remember, it’s not what you make—it’s what 

you keep. With WealthPRIME, you can choose your own adventure.

 Start saving on taxes today:
wealthprime.com

http://wealthprime.com

